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HIS BIRTHDAY HONORED

DR. AYRES, CLASS SPONSOR,
GIVES HELPFUL MESSAGE
IN CHAPEL PROGRAM

Rev. Ockenga Gives
New Lecture Series
Russia and God"
Is Lecture Theme

34 IN CLASS OF '34
Initiating a series of graduation
exercises, the Senior Class of 1934
marched into Sitreiner Auditorium
yesterday morning, in keeping with
the tradition of coming out day. The
room was gaily decorated in class
colors, due to the interest of the Jun
ior Class in the occasion.
While the audience yet stood,
Blaine Bishop, Junior president,
presented the class to President
Stuart, who in turn presented the
class and its president, Marvin
Schilling, to the audience. Mr. Schil
ling spoke of the event and its bear
ing upon senior life. At the close
of his address he presented Dr. B.
W. Ayres, class sponsor. In his
presentation he said, "I am privi
leged to present to you one whom
we have learned to respect, to love,
Dr. Ayres."
After giving words of appreciation
of the class and of the sponsorship
afforded him, Dr. Ayres announced
his subject as "Some Balancing Fac
tors and Motives in Higher Educa
tion." Announcing three fields for
basis of discussion as Science, Phi
losophy, and Religion, Dr. Ayres
began on an address that ended on
ly after he had impressed his audi
ence deeply with the importance of
these motives.
Dealing first with science, Dr.
Ayres noted that the method of sci
ence is to break up, to analyze, to
find the cause. He emphasized, "The
very attitude of science is to separ
ate, to pierce into the cause. We
need something else that will tend
to steady life—that is the philosoph
ic." Forcefully he asked, "Can sci
ence neglect this element of soul en
richment which comes from the phil
osophical ? Then, one feels dignity
of his own soul when he enters into
the realm of morals."
Closing with the motive of religion
Dr. Ayres stated that religion is the
conservator of values. He forced
his message home by challenging,
"If religion is a conservator of val
ues we need to give attention to it,
for when religion is lost, these val
ues are lost."

Nystrom to Become
Academy President
PROFESSOR AND MRS. NYSTROM
HAVE ENJOYED WORK HERE;
NEW WORK IS IN MICH.

Word has just been received that
Dr. C. L. Nystrom, one of Taylor's
popular professors, has accepted the
presidency of Spring Arbor Acad
emy and Junior College. He will
also do some teaching in the fields
of Speech and Psychology. Mrs.
Nvstrom is also going to teach in the
school. She will head the English
department of the institution.
Spring Arbor Academy and Jun
ior College is a Free Methodist
school located at Spring Arbor,
Michigan, a suburb of the city of
Jackson. The school was first or
ganized in 1873, and has been grow
ing since that time at a rapid rate.
Dr. Nystrom expresses the hope that
next year's enrollment will be even
larger than it has been during the
present year.
Dr. and Mrs. Nystrom came to
Taylor in the fall of 1932, where he
has been teaching since that time.
He has filled the position of Head
of the department of Speech, and
has also done some outstanding work
(Continued o page 3, col. 3)
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PITTSBURGH PASTOR LECTURES
ON WORLD PROBLEMS; HAS
STUDIED IN EUROPE

IS T. U. ALUMNUS
COMMUNISM HAS MANY GOOD
POINTS BUT FIGHTS GOD,
SAYS REV. OCKENGA

Tuesday morning at the chapel
hour Rev. Harold Ockenga, a Tay
lor alumnus, and now pastor of
Point Breeze Presbyterian Church
in Pittsburg, began a series of lec
tures on national and international
problems.

BISHOP WILLIAM TAYLOR

School Honors Bishop Taylor;
Stuart Appeals to Class '34
PRESIDENT PRESENTS WILLIAM
TAYLOR FOUNDATION PLANS;
URGES SENIORS TO JOIN

One of the feature days of the
school year is the birthday of Bishop
Taylor, that man of God for whom
Taylor was named. This year the
chapel service was held under the
direction of President Robert Lee
Stuart who spoke of Bishop Taylor
and of the example he left for the
school to follow.
Dr. Stuart then presented the
Bishop William Taylor Foundation
to the student body. He spoke brief
ly in explanation of the plan of the
Foundation and in the interest of
getting one thousand members of
this organization. He especially ap
pealed to the student body to be
come members at the first possible
opportunity and to the senior class
that they might go out from the halls
of the institution a vital part of the
organization that controls the Uni
versity.
During the hour the Class of '34
was especially appealed to that it
might leave this spring to go out
into the world to represent the
school and to back the institution
and to send youth into Taylor who
could be fitted for the service of the
Kingdom of God.

Biology Department
Receives New Gifts
DR. TINKLE SECURES MOLLUSK
AND FISH COLLECTION FROM
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE

For some time Dr. Tinkle, head
of the Biology department, has been
trying to secure from the Smithson
ian Institute at Washington a collec
tion of fishes and mollusk. Through
the aid of congressman Glenn Griswold this proposition went through
and this week the department re
ceived a collection worth fifty dol
lars.
This included one hundred and
twenty-five mollusk shells from var
ious parts of the world and thirtysix small fishes
of various species
that have been preserved in alcohol.
These will be labeled using the scien
tific and common names and placed
in the Walker Museum for inspec
tion. It is the intention of Dr. Tin
kle to use these in his Zoology class.
Another valuable gift to the de
partment is in the form of a plant.
Mrs. Duff of Hartford City, a
friend of Rev. Jacobs, has given a
much valued Christman Cactus. This
plant is over twenty years old and
is of good size. Gifts of this kind
are highly appreciated by the de
partment and add interest to the
study of the groups they come under.
Many people on the campus as
well as friends that come in who
FUNERAL SERVICES CONDUCT have not visited our Museum and Bi
ology department have missed quite
ED YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
a treat and some very good instruc
IN UPLAND M. E. CHURCH
tion. In this department there are
many valuable specimens of inter
Mrs. Newton Wray, widow of the
est which the public is invited to
late professor of Bible in Taylor view.
University, died Saturday evening
after a few weeks of serious illness.
For several weeks Mrs. Wray had
The Senior Class is to be con
been a patient in the Blackford gratulated on their selection of a
County Hospital at Hartford City. class gift. In the choice of a
Until the last year Mrs. Wray water softener as an expression
lived upon the campus. In former of appreciation for Taylor, they
years she served as news correspond
have not only provided every
ent of the University. One of her room in the Wisconsin-Campbellgreatest desires was to write a full Magee Dormitories with soft wa
history of Taylor University. Her ter but have prevented the further
interest in Taylor was evident and depositing of mineral substances
she was always faithful to her tasks. in the water lines. A condition
The funeral service was held yes which in a few years would have
terday afternoon in the Upland M. necessitated the reinstallation of
E. Church with Rev. Jesse Fox and
pipe throughout the building. The
Dr. Robert Lee Stuart in charge. student body is appreciative of
Music was given by the Taylor this practical and beneficial gift
Quartet. Burial was in Shelbyville,
(A Junior)
Indiana.

Mrs. Newton Wray
Dies Sat. Evening

Rev. Ockenga speaking on the
subject of "Russia and God" said
in part: "Russian communism is a
satanic counterfeit of the millenium.
It is attempting to bring in a world
utopia.
Russia couples so many
wonderful things of this utopia with
the idea that there is no God. The
struggle between classes is exempli
fied in communism. Communism at
tacks this problem with three fronts,
the state, the church, and the home.
Communism is a theory that bases
political rule on class struggle. In
1828 there was the formation of a
firm communistic party. Class strug(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

Dr. George Evans
Returns to Campus
HEALTH HAS IMPROVED RAPID
LY DURING LAST WEEKS;
ILL FOUR MONTHS

For three days last week Rev.
Harold Ockenga, an alumnus of Tay
lor University of the Class of 1927,
delivered twice daily, lectures upon
the social, economical and religious
condition of the world today. Rev.
Ockenga is a graduate of the West
minister Biblical Seminary in Pitts
burgh and at present is pastor of the
Point Breeze Presbyterian Church
of the same city.
Rev. Ockenga made a prolonged
visit and study of many countries in
Europe and Asia last summer and
it was from these studies that he
gave his striking lectures. Since re
turning to the United States he has
been making these lectures and was
influenced to come back to his Alma
Mater by President Stuart when the
two contacted on one of Dr. Stuart's
recent trips to the East.
Coupling a fine ability of speak
ing with his recent experiences,
Rev. Ockenga thrilled the many peo
ple who listened to his lectures. Tak
ing subjects of vital interest to most
people of today, be related condi
tions in home and abroad and dy
namically impressed his audiences
with his strong conclusions. Among
his subjects he dealt with Russia,
Germany, Poland, The Holy Land,
Karl Marx, Modernism and others.
Tuesday morning in chapel Rev.
Ockenga opened his series of lec
tures, speaking on Russia and God.
Tuesday night he chose to use Karl
Marx as the basis for his lecture.
In Wednesday services Rev. Ocken
ga spoke on Hitler and Germany in
the morning and at night on the
Holy Land, "Take off your Shoes."
Thursday in chapel he delivered a
fine lecture on the N.R.A. and closed
the group in the evening speaking
on Modernism in Christianity.
While in school here Rev. Ocken
ga was outstanding in oratory and
preaching and went from here to
Princeton where he spent one year
before going to the newly formed
Westminister. He is pastor of a
fine church and is doing fine work in
the ministrv.

Dr. George Evans, professor of
Classical Language and Registrar of
the University, has returned to his
home after spending four months in
the Indianapolis Methodist Hospital.
Mrs. Evans, who has been with Dr.
Evans in Indianapolis, returned with
Dr. Evans to their home about a
week ago.
In the past few weeks Dr. Evans
has been improving steadily and as
soon as the weather permits will be
back upon the campus. At the pres
ent time he is able to be up around
the house but will be unable to get
out until the weather moderates.
Dr. Evans' many friends will wel
come this announcement and are
pleased that his improvement has
made it possible for him to be home. AUDIENCE ENJOYS UNIQUE OR

Stuart Sisters Hold
Joint Music Recital
GAN, PIANO PROGRAM;
DUET IS CLIMAX

Bothwell Entertains
I On Saturday evening, at eight o'
Senior Music Pupils clock,
Miss Elizabeth Stuart, organGATES SUPRISES ALL WITH HIS list, and her sister Josephine Stuart,
pianist, were presented by the Tay
VAST MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE;
lor
University School of Music, in
MANY GAMES PLAYED

a very interesting and beneficial pro
gram. This is the second year that
these two musicians have been pre
sented in joint concert by the de
partment.
Miss Elizabeth Stuart presented
several interesting numbers includ
ing the difficult "Toccata" by Du
bois, a beautiful "Minuet" by Mo
zart and the always popular num
bers, "Goin' Home" by Dvorak-Lemare and "Duke Street" by Whit
ing.
Josephine Stuart presented
Clementi's "Sonatina," op. 36, no. 4
and the very pretty "At Parting,"
op. 33, no. 3. As a climax to the eve
ning's enjoyment, these musicians
delighted the audience with a piano
and organ duet, "Melody in F" by
Rubenstein.
The complete program follows:

On Saturday evening, April 21,
Miss Bothwell's studio was the scene
of a very delightful party at which
time she entertained in honor of her
Senior and Post Graduate music stu
dents who will leave Taylor in June.
Various games were played during
the evening at which time Mr. Gates
was surprised at the vast amount of
his musical knowledge. Being such
an apt student Mr. Gates conducted
an intelligence test after which Miss
Bothwell served delicious refresh
ments.
The guests included the Misses
Roberta Bennett, Esther Boyle, Al
ice Lovin, Athalia Kock, Elizabeth
Stuart, and Messrs. Jo Gates, Wal
ter Martin, Charles Taylor and
Herbert Boyd.
All agreed that Miss Bothwell is Festival Offertorium .... Fletcher
indeed a charming hostess and pro
Elizabeth Stuart
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
vided a delighftul evening.
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Dr. C'ottingham has been to them, both through his mes
sages and through his personal counsel, that I wish to
give him special mention at this time. Let us all be more
expressive of our appreciation.

SCHOOL LOYALTY

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Alma Mater. It means that steadily through all the
Business Manager _ __
Herbert Boyd years we keep ourselves informed of the affairs of our
Advertising Manager Robert Titus college, of its personnel and equipment, of the work that
it does, of the product that it turns out.
Kenneth Stokes
Edith Lewis
Cir. Mgr.
Secretary
Loyalty means that one can always be counted on by
one's college to stand by, to respond with information,
advice, influence, work, money; that, busy as one is, one
Published semi-monthly by the Taylor University Echo can do one more thing; that poor as one is, one is will
Co., students of Taylor University, Upland, Indiana.
ing to share what one has, if by any means one can
Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at
the Upland Post Office, Upland, Indiana, under Act of serve Alma Mater.
Loyalty means love, deep and abiding; loyalty means
March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, $2.00 per annum; twenty or more confidence in the present of one's college and faith in
issues.
its future; loyalty means service to the limit of one's
powers thought and care and sacrifice in some degree
commensurate with the inestimable gifts we have re
ceived from the noble college that is ours.— Anonymous.

RECENT LECTURES

HUB-DUBS
By HUB

A day off is usually followed by an off day.
One of the requisites of a Christian life is to "study
* * * * * "* *
to show thyself approved." Here at Taylor we have
Presents make the heart grow fonder.
all of the facilities in this educational process to edu
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
cate one in Bible, English, Psychology, History, etc.
One thing about nudists, you can't pin anything on
True it is that one of the strongest courses in the His
tory department is the Contemporary course, yet it is them.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
not possible for everyone to attend this class.
When a girl finds that she is not the only pebble on
Today the Christian, more than ever before, needs to
the beach she becomes a little bolder.
have a thorough understanding of the problems of tbe
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
world. Because of modern facilities nothing is local to
If all the automobiles in the world were placed end
day. The true Christian cannot say "My country though
to end it would be Sunday afternoon or a holiday.
it be right or wrong." In order to appreciate the place
* * ** * * * *
that God has placed us in we must be sympathizers with
Diamonds are chunks of coal that stuck to their jobs.
the world and if we sympathize with the world we must
* * * * * * *
know something about tbe conditions of the world; and
People that insist on talking aloud in lab or that con
that must be more than the "colored" press presents.
tinually argue with their partners are as disturbing as
Rev. Ockenga has brought to us this week a very vivid one who sleeps aloud in chapel.
picture, painting, as it were, a forceful picture before
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
us. At times this picture has thrilled our hearts; at
A miss is as good as her smile.
times it has torn our souls. Again it has darkened the
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
present; yet again, it has brightened the future. The
Time spent in getting even would be better spent in
challenge has been flung forth to us that our perspectives getting ahead.
be broadened, that our objectives be deepened and our
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
ends be made higher in the sight of God.
A modern murderer is one who takes part in an un

—The Editor

OUR APPRECIATION
With coming out day here and gone we realize as
never before that the major part of this school year
has passed. With this thought uppermost in our minds,
let us reflect for a moment over some of the good things
that the year has brought to us, and extend due appre
ciation to those who have helped make it what it has
been.
Truly this year has been a good one. I believe that
it has been enjoyed by both faculty and student body.
Together we have enjoyed our class work. In one spir
it we have gone to see our basketball team, and our base
ball team play. But perhaps greatest of all has been
our participation in the spiritual life of the school. This
year has been the best year that I have even seen, not
only in my own life, but in the life of the entire student
body. Others who have been here for a period of years
give much the same report; and I think that we all feel
much the same way about it. It seems as though from
the very first day of school, the spirit of the Lord has
been manifest. Few of us will ever forget the fall re
vival in which the Holy Spirit was so definitely present
that neither preaching nor urging was necessary, but
students just came to the altar to seek a deeper experi
ence with God. Almost without a let-down we have
gone through the year. Then came this great climax
of spiritual blessing during the Youth's Conference. We
have all been influenced and changed by this year at
Taylor.
As we think of this year in comparison to other years,
we wonder why this is so much different. Undoubtably
there are so many forces operative that we could not
mention them all even if we had them completely enum
erated. However, I feel that one of the rasons is the
mutual spirit of concern for one another that has been
manifest on the part of both students and administra
tion. As students 1 feel that we owe a word of appreciaion to the facuty for their fine spirit of Christian
helpfulness. No doubt each one of us could point to
specific times when this professor or that one has been
of special help to us in our spiritual lives. I wish to
take this opportunity of expressing editorially our ap
preciation for this help. So many students have ex
pressed privately their appreciation for the help that

ALUMNI NEWS

— I. M. Moody

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Editor-in-Chief
Jo B. Gates
What does loyalty to one's college involve? . . . Sub
Managing Editor
Owen Shields tract from life, yours and mine, all that college gave;
interests, appreciation, sympathies, judgment, skill, con
Robert Jacobs
Percival Wesche
Isadora Deich.
nections with people and things, associations, friend
Head Line Editor
Charles Cookingham
ships, memories, ideals, energy set free, personal power.
Crystal Lockridge
Derward Abbey
. . . What a narrow, limited thing life would be without
Olive Crombic
News Editor
these things. The hopes, the joys, the aspirations, the
Mae Brothers
Marjorie White
successes of every day have their roots back in those
Charles Stuart
Staff Reporters
golden days. As one realizes these things a wave of
Sports Editor
gratitude rises and seeks expression.
William McClelland
John Betzold
Louise Longneckar
Loyalty to one's college involves persistent and in
Proof Readers
Alumni Editor
telligent interest in all that concerns the welfare of our

Congratulations should be given to the administration
for bringing to Taylor such an outstanding speaker and
gentleman as Rev. Harold Ockenga of Pittsburgh who
has thrilled the hearts and souls of the students and
faculty this week with his wonderful lectures. It is
an honor indeed for this institution to be able to claim
this man among its alumni, a graduate of the Class of
1927.
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equal marriage.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There were just as many careless drivers 30 years
ago, but the horses had more sense.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Traffic jams cause fewer accidents than pickled driv
ers.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Flirtation is paying attention without intention.
* * * * * * *
An essayist writes that "the world never realizes what
a poet has done until after he is dead," and then, of
course the fellow is safe.— Punch.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A cheeky person asked a Bishop who possessed a gift
of repartee, C an you tell me, my Lord, the way to
Heaven?
Certainly," was the Bishop's instant reply,
turn to the right and keep straight on."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It is clear that to serve God" is equivalent to sewing
every divine thing.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Compulsion doesn't go very well with the Am temper
ament.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The best use we can make of good fortune is to share
it with the other fellow.— Julian Hawthorne.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A good deed is never lost; he who shows courtesy
reaks friendship and he who plants kindness gathers
love.— Basil
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Infinite toil would not enable you to sweep away a
mist; but by ascending a little, you may often look over
it altogether.

1 don't have so very much news
And some more news from Penn
for you this time, but that which I sylvania. Robert B. Clark has been
do have I might as well give and appointed to the Ross Street Meth
then "sign off ."
odist Church in Lancaster. He moves
V'ere Abbey has returned to the to Lancaster from Wiconisco.
campus again, and has been giving
In the last issue I promised to tell
us a real treat by his messages. Evi you something if someone else failed
dently this man is a larger man than to tell you. Well, I guess it is my
he used to be, for I heard Dr. Shute privilege to tell, since one of the
say that Vere Abbey looked as parties concerned is all alumnus and
though he had done nothing but grow the other one will soon be among
since he saw him a few years ago. the alumni group. During the time
Mr. Abbey brought the greetings of that Fred MacKenzie was here re
several Taylor missionaries in India, cently, at a little party in Hartford
among them Mr. and Mrs. Willard City, a telegram was read from Mr.
J. McLaughlin, Helen Nichols, and i and Mrs. C. F. Koch announcing the
Perry Smith, and told us something engagement of their daughter, Athalof the fine work each one is doing. ia Louise, to Fred MacKenzie.
And now we hear from another
And lit re is another engagement.
part of the mission field. This time Although Frances Pelly is not a
it is from South America, the writ
graduate, she was a student here
er being Mrs. Dorothy H. Thomp
1931-1933. Mr. and Mrs. George
son. You know, of course, they are Pelly announce the engagement of
serving in Brazil. They have moved
their daughter, Frances Katherine,
from Petrolina to Januaria, a ten
to Mr. Wilbur Keenleyside, of Lon
day trip from Petrolina by boat.
don, Ontario, Canada. The wedding
They are opening a new work here,
will take place in the early autumn.
and God is richly blessing their ef
Kenny Hoover and Irene Witmer
forts. One method they are using
have announced their engagement,
to reach the people is bv the organ
ization of singing classes. They are and it is rumored that the wedding
bells will be ringing soon.
teaching the people to sing. Listen
to this. "One woman said she had
Mr. Hazen Sparks '31, and Be
been married twenty-one years and atrice Patrick Sparks '30 and their
never heard her husband sing until two children were visitors on the
Senor Thompson came." That is do campus lately when Rev. Sparks
ing pretty well, isn't it?
brought the message at the evening
Dr. J. Vincent Poley, a graduate Holiness League Hour. "Sparky's"
student in 1899-1900 is an archi message on the Three Symbols of
tect and engineer with headquarters the Holy Spirit gave evidence of his
at Royersford, Pennsylvania.
good work in the ministry.

"RUSSIA AND GOD"

STUART RECITAL

(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

gle is the exploitation of surplus
value of the worker.
"In Russia today the state owns
everything. They are teaching the
proletarian to educate the masses
that they are being exploited. Rus
sia had formed a military dictator
ship.
It owns the homes, foods,
railroads, and practically everything.
There are millions of people starv
ing in Russia. Anyone who doesn't
have a bread card in Russia has to
pay about three dollars for a loaf
of bread and if you do not submit to
communism you cannot have a bread
card. This Russian dictatorship has
an army behind it, they have a
standing army of 500,000 and a re
serve of several millions. It is one
of the best armies in the world and
is under atheism.
"Russia is a land of closed church
es. In Moscow there were eleven
hundred churches before the revolu
tion, now there are only about forty.
A Christian endangers his life, he
may loose his bread card, passport,
and room assignment, and may be
shipped to the Ural mountains to die.
The Christians have to keep their
own calendar. They have six work
days and first is the rest day.
"There are twenty thousand legal
prostitutes. Fifty percent of those
married get a divorce. The intelli
gence simply live together. There
are ten thousand children born a day
in Russia.
These children are
brought up one hundred percent in
advocacy of political thought.
"This Russian plan is one of the
cleverest things ever put forth by
the human mind. The people have
been lifted out of illiteracy. There
are now fifty
million people study
ing in Russia. They have beautiful
buildings rising and there is no un
employment there. For nine-tenths
of their population they are doing
good and the other one-tenth they
are starving, but they are all united
with the idea of atheism."

(Continued from page 1, col. 5 )
Sonatina, op. 36, no. 4 . . . Clement
Andanto con Expressione
Rondo
Josephine Stuart

Elizabeth Stuart
Dance of the Midgets,
op. 10, no. 6
Strom
June Flowers . . .
Spiale,
At Parting, op. 35, no. 3 . . Mokrej
Josephine Stuart
Goin' Home
Dvorak-Lemar
Duke Street
Whitin 1
Elizabeth Stuart
Melody in F (for organ
and piano)
Rubenstei;
Elizabeth Stuart
Josephine Stuart
The Music Box
Liadoi
Sortie
Roger
Irish Tune from Country
Derry
Arr. Lemar
Elizabeth Stuart
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Boredom is as positive a sensation as a toothache.
* * * * * * *
The fact that this curlvation survives makes us won
der more and more what could have destroyed the old
ones.

j Highly

Successful Business Man
Suited for This Office

Elizabeth Stuart

Mr. Barry Hunter had tile pri
ilege of introducing a Taylor groi
at his home in Milan, Indian
W ayne Allee and Peter Pascoe h:
charge of the services in the Met
odist church there and several sov
found new light in Him.
Per
Haines and Jack Miller attend
the Baptist church where the latt
preached in the morning and al
had charge of a Young People's R«
ly in the evening.

|COME IN AND LOOK AT OU1
NEW BOOKS IN THE

|"One Dollar Library'
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Peter Pascoe, Mgr.

Ideally

Students

FRANK D. WALTERS

|Candidate for Republican Nomination for

JOINT REPRESENTATIVE

From Grant and Blackford Counties
At Primary, May 8, 1934
! Your support will be appreciated.

Duboi

Toccata

Jo Gates relieved his father in
the Methodist Church at Logansport
Half the people in the world are unhappy because and was assisted in the services by
they can't afford the things that makes the other half the quartet composed of Walter
miserable.
Martin, John Betzold, Marvin Shil
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
ling and Harold Martin.
If everyone were satisfied. No one would buy the
new thing.
*

Glue,
Mozar

Gavotte
Minuet

j

TRY OUR SPECIAL CAKES
AND PASTRIES FOR YOUR
PARTIES

j Upland Baking Co.
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STUDENTS NAME TENNANT, JACOBS
Final Address Ockenga Lectures Lecturer Turns Rev. Fox Addresses Chappell And
Gives Picture On GermanyToday To America for Ministerial Group Findley Also
Of Church Now
Chapel Address
Named Lately
M'

HITLER AND HIS POLICIES ARE
PRESENTED; JEWISH
PLIGHT VIEWED

LECTURER

EXPLAINS MODERN

METHODS AND PRESENTS
STRIKING CHALLENGE

Wednesday morning Rev. Ocken
ga continued his series of lectures.
In speaking on the subject of Ger
many he said: "At nine fifteen
o'
clock on the evening of February 27,
1933, a fire
broke out in Berlin.
They accused a communist of start
ing the fire but he was only a blind
to cover up the activities of the oth
ers. The only party that would pos
sibly gain from this fire
was the
Nascist party which is the national
socialist party. After the fire they
sent forth the command to appre
hend the communists. There were
two hundred and fifty
murders in
the day that followed. They took
men, women, children and beat them
with rubber bludgeons.

The Rev. Harold Ockenga closed
his series of six lectures Thursday
evening with a stirring picture of
Christianity in the Church today.
The church at the crossroads of to
day, the speaker stated, does not
face opposition from atheism with
out but from a Modernism within
the church itself which aims at sup
planting the Gospel. The extent of
this inside opposition is shown in a
recent report of thirteen hundred
ministers who went on record as
stating that belief in the Virgin
Birth is not essential to be a Chris
tian, and seven thousand others were
"For about twleve or thirteen years
undecided.
there had been a pronominal growth
Modernism is not new, said Rev. of one party, the National Demo
Ockenga, but originated in the Gar crats. Their leader, Hitler, was an
den of Eden by Satan when he chal artist and soldier and in a feyr years
lenged the truth of God's Word in he became a dominant power.
reference to the eating of the for
bidden fruit. These beliefs have con
tinued throughout the ages. Most of
the beliefs of Modernism were faced
by the early church and settled in
their councils.
Thus present day
Modernism, stated the speaker, is
not a new creation but the revision
of ancient thought.
One of the phases of Modernism
which is emphasized is the theory of
evolution. While most of us believe
in some form of evolution as relat
ing to development, he said, yet we
do not believe atheistic Biological
evolution. However, it is this theory
that has permeated modern thought
and has destroyed faith in an infi
nite God and in the Bible as being
an Inspired Revelation to man.
The Church faces this same cross
roads in the mission field as in the
home land, stated the speaker. In
discussion of this phase of the prob
lem Rev. Ockenga cited the Lay
man's Report which shed consider
able light on the movement of Mod
ernism on the mission fields.
In
contrast to the good recommenda
tions of the report the speaker
showed the pernicious influence of
the movement as is shown in this
study. Among other things recom
mended in the report which appear
as diametriaclly opposed to Chris
tianity were the assumption that real
conversion is wrong, that Humani
tarian love should influence people
to serve and not to love God, and
that supernatural beliefs such as the
Virgin Birtli should be eliminated.
If this report is to be accepted by
the church, said Rev. Ockenga, it
will be a death knell to missionary
enterprise.

Library Receives
Important Books
TAYLOR ALUMNUS IS AUTHOR
OF FINE VOLUME; TEXT
BOOKS ARE ADDED

"After the fire
they began sys
tematic arrests and literature was
stopped.
Then they concentrated
sixty to one hundred storm troopers
in little camps and there were about
twenty thousand of these camps.

SPEAKS

ON

PRESENT

CONDI

TIONS AND THE EFFECT
OF THE WORLD WAR
The student body voted that Pro
fessor Fenstermacher send a letter
of appreciation for Rev. Harold Ockenga's splendid work done on our
campus to his church, Point Breeze
Presbyterian, in Pittsburgh.
Rev. Ockenga spoke on "The
N.R.A." He said: "America is in
the spotlight of the world. America
is a great creditor nation. Europe
owes her about forty-two billion
dollars. It was a mistake to refuse
to forgive the war debt because that
would have made for international
good will and stimulated commercial
trade. America is one of the most
patient military forces of the world.
America is playing with inflation
and no nation ever did it without
burning her fingers.
Three things have brought depres
sion to the world: capitalism, war,
and God. Capitalism has developed
machinery as it would never have
been developed otherwise. It has
developed the countries of the world
in a material way. But it has be
come top-heavy and the multitudes
are cast out as paupers and if it con
tinues it will sign its own death war
rant.

DR. NYSTROM

KEEVER'S

CAFE

Besides the gift of these two books
the library has purchased two Soci 1
| Always Good Food At Dan's
ology books, four books on Educa
tion, seven Religious Educational
MEALS — SHORT ORDERS
volumes, two books for the Music
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Department, thirteen volumes of the
Chronicle of America Series and one
Directory on Foreign Missions.

*

l

*

SPEAKS ON COURTESY NEEDED
BY MINISTERS; OCKENGA
IS ALSO GUEST

"The industrialists have joined
hands with the capitalists to drive
out communism. They are wiping
out communistic agitation.
Some
thing like eleven billion people are
"The cost of the war was enough
out of work. There is no liberty.
All the newspapers publish the same to have had every family of the
prominent nations of the world com
thing.
fortably situated and to have bought
"Internationally Germany has set France and Belgium in their entir
its aim to restore its lost colonies, ety besides the thirty million lives
and to be a first
rate nation equal that were lost. War is a healthful
in armaments and in every way. The state of capitalism. When men turn
international situation in Europe is their backs upon God, He steps in
very tense. France does not want and allows them to be chastized to
Germany to arm. But Germany is lead them back to Him.
preparing and at the present time
"Hugh Johnson says that the only
has about two million two hundred
thousand trained troopers.
New thing missing is faith. Corrupt pol
buildings in Germany cannot be itics is the reflection of morality in
built without bomb proof cellars. our lives and in the nation as a
Germany has cleaned up internally. whole. There is no other alternative
but a movement toward Facism ex
"After the world war there was an
cept that we have a revival of re
influx of Polish Jews into Germany.
ligion. Throughout history depres
The German Jew is one of the most
sion has preceded a great revival.
intelligent persons in the world. The
AVe do not know whether there is to
Polish Jews when they came seized
be the coming of a revival or the
the professional life and the money
millenium. But we must do our best
lending groups of Germany. Hitler
where God has put us, watch and
seized on a scapegoat and said that
pray and there is no fear in the
the German army was hit in the back
Christian's heart because the people
by Jewish propaganda. In school
will return unto God.
a small Jewish child is ostracized
fro n society. There is a boycott
on the Jewish people, people do not
trade with them anymore. There
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
are over eighty thousand Jews ex
iled from Germany into surrounding in the field of Psychology. Consid
countries. There are from two to erable student research work along
five thousand returning to tin Holy this line has been done by members
Land every month. Little does Hit of his classes. Besides his regular
ler knew that he is fulfilling the will class work in speech he has coached
of God.
some very successful debate teams
"The nationalization of the Ger and representatives in the State
man church has caused the protesta Peace Oratorical contest. Both the
tion of seven thousand pastors. The student body and the administration
new tactics of Hitler are to form a will feel keenly the loss of this pro
new church going back to heathen fessor. Those who have taken work
ism and the old German religion. under Dr. Nystrom have come to ap
They are attempting to take away preciate his excellent training and
All who have
God and hail Hitler. Now Germany teaching ability.
is turned back to pagan deity. The learned to know Mr. and Mrs. Nys
return to paganism is antichristian trom have felt the warmth of their
but it is fulfilling the prophecy of friendship and the influence of their
Jesus Christ. "Lift up your eyes christian lives.

During the past few months there
have been several important addi
tions to the Moody Library. Of sig
nificant importance was the gift of
the books, "Personality and the Fact
for redemption draweth nigh.' "
of Christ" by Harold Paul Sloan,
one of the ablest scholars of Con
servative Protestantism in America,
and "The Finality of Jesus Christ"
by Robert E. Speer, a profitable
book for those interested in recent
reports on foreign missions.

• i

Both Dr. and Mrs. Nystrom ex
press regret in leaving Taylor. They
say that they have enjoyed their
work here and that they will always
look upon the two years spent here
as being two of the happy years of
their lives. In an interview with an
Echo reporter the Nystroms said
that they have especially enjoyed
their fellowship with the faculty and
the student body, and also the splen
did spiritual atmosphere that has
been manifest on the campus during
the last year. They leave only be
cause they feel that duty calls them
to their new work.

The Rev. Jesse Fox addressed the
Men's Ministerial Association on
Monday evening, April 23, on the
subject of Professional Courtesy
Among Ministers.
Ministers should be courteous to
one another by not pulling political
wires so as to get the best appoint
ments. If a minister is not willing
to trust God for his location he is
not worthy to be in the ministry.
A minister should be courteous to
the pastor who has preceded him on
the charge. He should not feel
slighted if his parishioners praise his
predecessor, but if they talk unfav
orably of him, he should change the
subject as soon as possible.
A minister should be courteous in
dealing with the organizations of his
community. If he sees the good in
the organizations the people will
come to have confidence in him and
will then ask for his opinions. He
should then be perfectly straightfor
ward in giving them. There will
likely come times when a minister
will have to take a definite stand
against something, but he should do
it constructively.
A minister should be punctual in
meeting appointments, as well as in
his own services.
Courtesy to the business men with
whom a minister deals demands that
he be very careful about his finances.
The Rev Harold Ockenga was a
guest of the Men's Ministerial Asso
ciation.
The gospel teams which went out
Sunday did a very effective piece of
work for the Kingdom. The varsity
quartet composed of Messrs Dennis,
Titus, Long and A'ork, in company

UNIVERSITY
GROCERY
Guy Miller, Prop.

MEATS

In a recent chapel service the stu
dent body made nominations for pub
lications of 1934-35, under the di
rection of the Student Council. At
that time the editors and business
managers were nominated and since
then these have named the members
of the staffs which will run against
the nominations made by this year's
staffs.
The student body chose AA'irth
'Pennant and Van Ness Chappell to
run for editor and business manager
of next year's Gem. These men
have chosen to support them Crystal
I.ockridge as Associate Editor; Esta
Herrmann as Art Editor; Derward
Abbey as Class Editor; Rebecca
Talbot as Organization
Editor;
Robert Lautenschlager as Sports
Editor; Grace Hall as Humor Edi
tor; Alfred Hunter as Advertising
Manager; and Dorothy Lewis and
Doris Jones as Secretaries.
In the same meeting Robert Jac
obs and Ralph Findley were chosen
as nominees for Editor and Business
Manager of the Echo. These men
have selected as their staff Charles
Cookingham for Managing Editor;
Olive Severn for News Editor; William Smith for Sports Editor; Clive
Crombie for Alumni Editor; Clayton
Steele and Roy Ballard for proof
readers; Derward Abbey for Adver
tising Manager; Paul Stephenson
for Circulation Manager with Nor
man Holder as his assistant; and
Edith Lewis and Margaret Kellar
for
Secretaries.
The following
were nominated as reporters: Fran
cis Grace, Marion Phillips, Perry
Haines, Marjorie White, Jack Mil
ler, A-'erlin Kruschwitz, Bettilee
Peck and Ethel York.
The election will take place some
time the first of next week in chapel
at which time the Student Council
will present a ballot to each student
with the names of both staffs on it.
Further instructions and details will
be given then.

FRESH FRUITS
with Doctor Stuart, closed a "Com
radeship Week" of the Epworth
League at AVarsaw, Indiana. The
quartet inspired the young people by
their songs and testimonies and
hearts were drawn closer to God.

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
LUNCH

j
j
*

STAFFS SELECTED; ELECTION
TO BE HELD FIRST PART
OF NEXT AVEEK

THE

!

PIONEER DRUG
STORE

j

TOASTED SANDAVICHES

J

DENTIST

j

Dr. Chas. W. Beck !
X-RAY
Office Over the Bank
Phone 331
Upland, Ind.

Taylor University
Upland, Indiana
1he highest type of Christian education in regularly accredited
College of Liberal Arts by the State Board of Education of Indiana.
Modern buildings with capacity for 500 students.
One of the most beautifully landscaped campuses in the country.
An ideal place for study.
Highly trained Christian faculty who take a personal interest
in their students.
A well-equipped gymnasium under the supervision of a capable
director.
No smoking, no card playing, no dancing.
Teaches the Bible as the inspired Word of God.
Send to Taylor University a list of student names that you
would like to interest in the kind of education offered at Taylor.

ROBERT LEE STUART, President
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Trojan Nine Opens

P a g e 1934

Tennis And Track
Squads Work Hard
For Coming Tilts

With Decisive Win TENNIS
SMITH HOLDS FORESTERS TO[
FIVE HITS WHILE TEAMMATES ; Taylor Loses Two
HIT TWO PITCHERS FOR 14 j
Games to Central
DINGLES; SMITH CLINCHES:
VICTORY WITH TWO THREEDAGGERS DUT SUPPORT IS
SMITH LOSES THREE-HIT FRAY
YET RAGGED
AFTER GAME WENT INTO

TENNIS

SQUAD MADE UP
NEW MEN; TRACK SQUAD
SHOIVS NEW TALENT

TRACK

Hartford Submer'd
In Hitting Contest

STUART PITCHES FINE BALL TO
WIN LAST PRACTICE GAME
OF
THIS SEASON
jn

a contest

Cardinals Win
After Trojans
Falter in 7th

that ended in a slug PHIL MILLER PITCHES NO-HIT
BALL FOR SEVEN INNINGS;

ging marathon, the Taylor Trojans
SORE ARM HINDERS HIS EF
The tennis and track squads are again defeated the Hartford City
FECTIVENESS AND S M I T H
rounding into shape for their initial' Airdales in the last practice game of
FINISHES
AFTER
TROJANS
encounters 011 the spring sports pro- the pre-spring games. These games
GIVE UP 7-1 LEAD; MILLER
gram. The tennis squad under the ! were played in order to get the TroHITS HOME RUN
able tutelage of Art Howard in-Jjans in shape for the hard season
eludes Lynn, Hoffman, Long, and ahead of them.
The Ball State Cardinals proved
Yingling along with several other
Charles Stuart was chosen as the
EXTRA SESSION
Taylor officially opened the inter
too much for the Trojans and they
promising
newcomers.
The
squad
starting
hurler
and
did
a
neat
piece
collegiate baseball season with a
will be somewhat handicapped this of work for the five
innings he went down to an 11-7 defeat. The
smashing 16-3 victory over the
year
through
the
absence
of
several
i
pitched.
He
succeeded
in holding Cardinals jumped into an early one
Huntington Foresters.
The first
The Taylor Trojans were defeat
run lead through an error but this
man up for Huntington opened with ed in both ends of a double-header of last year's stars who are devoting the Hartford hitters in check until
was soon erased when the Taylor
their
time
to
baseball.
However,
the
fifth
inning
when
he
was
relieved
a triple and scored when a pitched Saturday, when Indiana Central
ites began to get to Sutton, Ball
these
men
are
looking
better
than!by
Miller.
In
the
fifth
after
two
ball got away from the catcher but went home with two victories. The
State's star hurler. He was soon
1
form then on it was three up and Greyhounds completely submerged ever and will be easily able to bold were out, the Hartford boys suddenblasted from the box and Hampton
their
own
in
competition
this
spring,
lv
came
to
life
and
scored
six
runs
three down.
the Tavlorites 15 to 2 in the first
The track squad has been working to lead 10-9. At this point Miller the next pitcher didn't last much
The infield was quite rough and game and then eked out a win in an
strenuously
the last couple weeks | was sent in. This was Stuart's first longer and consequently the Tro
consequently the support was a lit extra inning 2 to 1 in the second,
and
several
promising
new men have game this year and five innings were jans came up with a 7-1 lead.
tle shaky but from the second in after the home team had shown sev
Miller pitcher air tight ball for
added
much
needed
strength
to the I plenty. Much credit must be given
ning on it was all Taylor. Smith eral ways baseball should not be
six innings and they didn't touch
team.
The
dash
men
include
Steele
j
to
this
red-headed
right
hander.
helped win his own game by getting played.
and Stuart who should be able to j
While Stuart was checking the en- him for a hit until the second man
three good hits including two trip
take
their
share
of
points.
Stuart
jemy,
Miller and Wilson were lead- up in the sixth hit a single down the
Phil
Miller
was
the
starting
pitch
les.
first baseline. Tbe Cardinals tast
Wilson caught a nice game and er for the Taylor men, but a very is also working on the hurdles and i ing the Trojans in a spree of 19
ed blood and they connected for two
the
440.
j
hits.
Wilson
got
four
nice
hits
in
sere
arm
and
ragged
support
caused
contributed several hits to boost his
Middle distance men who are! six times up and Miller got but one more hits off Miller's delivery and
batting average to a nice total. The his downfall and Stuart came in.
due to a walk along with a couple of
infield erred but few times and gave Lack of experience and poor sup showing promise are Strong, Miller, | less. Steedman and Miller scored
errors they chased in five runs. No
Jerome,
Kidder,
and
McClelland.!
four
runs
each.
port
of
his
team
mates
sent
him
back
sparkling support at times.
better
pitching could have been
Summary:
The day was really too cold for to the outfield. "Art" Howard and Strong has previously been clocked j
asked for from Miller but a few bad
Cookingham
finished
the
game
on
the
in
exceptionally
good
time
in
the
j
TAYLOR
AB
R
H
baseball and the barrage of hits and
breaks went against him and Smith
4
2
runs blasted upon Huntington hurl- mound. Neither of these men had half mile and should be a valuable! Steedman, 2nd ... 3
came in from right field
to relieve
5
3
1
ers caused the game to be quite list pitched before so they are to be asset. Miller is working on the half | Howard, ss
him with Boyd then taking Smith's
complimented
on
attempting
to
pull
mile
also
and
is
looking
good.
He!
Miller,
3rd
6
4
3
less throughout the latter innings.
place in the field.
The loss has a beautiful stride and should Wilson, cf
6
3
4
Nevertheless a fat victory was chalk the game out of the fire.
The Cardinals, however, were not
of
the
game
cannot
be
blamed
on
the
push
some
of
the
more
experienced
|
Hamann,
If
6
0
2
ed up for the Trojans in their in
stopped
yet
and they collected
hurling when 14 errors were made men. Jerome is looking good this Cookingham, c . . . . 6
2
3
itial start of the season.
enough hits to run their total up to
in the game.
spring too, and is being counted on Lewis, 1st
4
2
2
Summary:
eleven. They just started connect
for several points. Haines has been Yunker, rf
2
0i.
0
0
In the second game Bill Smith
ing
with the old pill and wouldn't be
H
E
AB R
working on the quarter mile and Stuart, p
TAYLOR
3
0
1
pitched fine ball, holding the oppo
stopped.
2
1
dashes and shows considerable prom Gates, rf
. 4
3
Steedman, 2nd
1
1
0
sition to 3 hits. The first hit in the
Howard made several sparkling
ise.
3
0
3
. 3
Howard, ss
Bastain, 3rd
2
1
1
initial
frame
paved
the
way
for
the
plays in the infield and handled all
1
2
1
Miller, 3rd .... . 4
Persons and Herrman are the out Smith, rf
0
2
0
Greyhounds' first
run.
Thereafter
of his chances without a bobble.
2
2
2
standing men in the field
events Boyd, rf
Wilson, c
0
0
0
until the extra inning the visitors
Steedman was also outstanding.
1
along
with
Miller
who
excells
in
the
2
3
Hamman, If. ... . 5
46 20 19
could not connect with Bill's offer
Several long hits were rung up for
0
1
3
high jump. Stevenson has also been HARTFORD
Cookingham, cf. . 5
AB R
H
ings.
the
Trojans , the longest being a
1
working on the pole vault.
0
0
Lewis, 1st
Futlon, cf
5
1
0
home run through the fence by Mil
A
triangular
meet
with
Anderson
. 5
0
0
0
Gates, rf
In the last of the seventh SteedErvin, ss
5
2
3
ler.
. 4
3
3
0 man doubled and "Art" Howard got College, Ball State Frosh and Tay
Smith, p
Kasletter, 3rd .... 5
2
1
Summary:
9 his first
40 16 14
~
4,
hit of the game—a hard lor will open the track schedule here j T\{onfort '
2
2
^
TAYLOR
AB R H F.
hit triple to tie up the game. In the on May 12. All track men are re- j pQX c '
1
2
E
PI
HUNTINGTON AB R
,
Steedman,
2nd
...
3
1
0
0
extra inning the first
Greyhound up quested to get down to serious work | r.'j ' 9' ' ,
0
0
2
3
. 4
1
Megney, ss
cZ"L,°f.t
q Howard, ss
4
1
1
0
laid down a perfect bunt and then „„d get ready for Urn nteet.
1
1
1
0
0
Bailey, 3rd .... . 4
Wilson, 3rd
4
1
2
stole second. A balk by Smith and
0
Ruble, 1st
4
0
0
0
0
Goodale, cf. ... . 3
0
Miller, p
3
2
2
Cookingham's expensive mistake of
0
H.
Barnes,
rf
....
2
1
0
Taylorites Win In
0
0
Davis, c
. 3
0
Smith, rf., p
4
1
1
0
running down a bunt instead of
B
.
B
a
r
n
e
s
,
1
s
t
.
.
.
.
0
0
0
0
.
3
0
0
G. DeGroff, If. .
Cookingham,
c.
...
4
0
2
1
staying on the home plate let the
37 10
9
Initial Encounter
1
0
0
Peter, 2nd
Hammon, If
3
1
0
0
winning run in. In Taylor's half
Umpire,
Simimons
1
1
1
Pfeiffer, 1st ....
Lewis, 1st
4
1
1
0
Miller tripled to right field, but the GOLDENBOGEN HOLDS VISITORS
0
0
Skinner, rf
0
Gates, cf
4
0
0
0
next three men went down unable to
TAYLOR
AB R
0
0
0
H
Leihleidner, p. . . 1
TO TWO HITS; COOKINGHAM
Boyd, rf
1
send Miller home.
0
0
0
Steedman, 2nd .... 4
. 2
1
1
1
Ware, p
0
1
CONNECTS THREE TIMES
34
2
7
9
Howard, ss
4
6
29
3
5
1
1
Summary:
BALL
STATE
AB
H
R
F,
Cookingham, cf. . . 2
3
0
The Trojans opened the spring
SECOND GAME
FIRST GAME
Dick, c
2
2
2
Miller, 3b
4
0
2
1
baseball season with an easy win ovEdwards, ss
5
2
I Wilson, c
4
2
0
2
1
TAYLOR
AB R
H
E TAYLOR
the Hartford City Airdales
AB R
H
E
Sutton, p
5
2
1
0
1
1
Steedman, 2nd . . . 4
1
1
1 Steedman, 2nd .... 4
the
first
practice
game.
Goldenbogj
Ooldenbogen,
p.
.
.
4
1
2
1
2
Manor, 1st
4
VJCILGS^ 3stj rif • • • • 4?
2
1
0
0
Howard, ss
. 4
0
1
2 Howard, ss
3
0
0
2 en was in midseason form and held
2
Malir, 3rd
4
1
j Flammon, If
4
2
0
0
Wilson, c
. 4
1
1 Wilson, 3rd
0
4
0
1
2 them in check for the full route. The
1
j
Reasoner,
If
4
0
0
0
0
Boyd,
rf
2
0
Miller, 3rd
. 4
1
0
0 Cookingham, c. ... 4
0
0
1 Taylorites got off to a big lead in
4
1
1
1
Lewis, 1st
1
0
0
0 Squire, rf
Smith, p
. 4
2
0
1 Miller, p., 3rd .... 2
inning due to several er
0
1
1 the first
2
0
0
0
5
33
9
5 Renolds, 2nd
Cookingham, rf.
. 4
0
2
0 Smith, rf
rors
on
Hartford's
part
and
the
out
3
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
Hamann, If
.. 1
HARTFORD
AB R
0
0
0 Hamann, If
H
E Miller, cf
3
1
0
2 come of the game was never in doubt.
Hempton, p
1
0
0
0
Stuart, cf
. 1
0
Futlon, cf
3
0
0 Lewis, 1st
1
0
0
Goldenbogen
was
easily
the
out
3
0
1
3
Good,
p
2
0
0
2
Lewis, 1st
. 3
Ervin,
ss
4
0
0
0 Stuart, cf., p. .
0
1
3
3
0
0
1 standing star of this game with his
34 1 1
6
9
Boyd, rf
. 0
0
0
Kastetter,
3rd
4
0 Bastian, rf. . .
0
0
2
0
0
0
1 stellar pitching and he augmented
Umpire, Belcher
Yunkers, If
. 1
0
Monfort,
rf
4
0
0
0
0
1
this
by
collecting
several
hits.
One
29
2
7 14
Stokes, If
. 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
was a screaming triple lined across Casterline, p., If. . . 4
CENTRAL
AB
R
H
33
1
4
8
E the left field
5
0
1
1
track. The support Fox, c
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
Barnett, ss
3
1
4
0
4 given Goldy throughout the game Howard, 2b
1
0
2
CENTRAL
AB R
H
E J. Hannon, 3rd ... 4
Best Materials
2
2
4
0 was none too steady but he bore Ruble, lb., p
0
1
0
Barnett, ss
. 4
0
2
1 Williams, 2nd .... 2
1
BEN BRADFORD
1
2
1 down in the pinches and pulled him Barnes, If
0
0
0
Williams, 3rd . . . 4
0
0
1 Doolittle, rf
3
2
1
0 self out of several bad holes.
33
2
2 10
Upland, Indiana
Colliers, 2nd . . .
0
0
0 McQuen, p
4,
1
1
Umpire, Schwark
0
Considering the fact that this was
Doolittle, c
. 3
0
0
1 Good, 1st
3
2
0
1 the first
game everyone looked fair
McQuen, p
. 3
0
0
0 Dant, If
4,
3
1
1 ly good. The infield showed flashes
Byers, 1st
. 3
1
0 . 0 Genth, c
4
1
0
0 of real form and gave promise of de
McNamara, If. . . 3
1
1
0 T. Hanon, cf
4
0
0
0 veloping into a smooth working com
Moore, rf
. 2
0
0
1 Collier, 2nn . ,d. . . 2
1
1
0 bination. Wilson worked perfectly
T. Hannon, cf. . . 3
0
0
0 Moore, rf
2
1
2
0 behind the bat and not a ball passed
Bant, rf
. 1
0
0
0 Byers, 1st
0
1
0
0 him the full nine innings.
29
2
3
4
31 15
9
7
The outfield wasn't given many
chances to show its fielding
strength
but the hitting department showed
UPLAND REGAL STORE
promise of coming through.
WOOLARD'S SANITARY
Groceries, Meats and Produce
B A R B E R S H O P
The reserves finished
in the ninth
We Do Not Sell Tobacco
! I Nice Line of Toilet Articles
inning but they weren't given many
L. E. HIATT, Prop.
And Barber Supplies
chances because "Goldv" bore down
Phone 61
j j First Door North of Myers' Gro.
and put them out by the strike-out
route.
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